Dear Reader,

Spring has finally arrived, awakening nature as well as pushing more serotonin into our brains by the sunlight. After hiding our project achievements from you like the winter hid the sun, we now take the chance to shed light onto the work we’ve done in the first quarter of 2018.

1. Project Output: Visualization of healthcare excellence hot spots in Central Europe
2. Get involved: What’s our Learning Hub all about?
3. First Workshop and Capitalization Action in Rome
4. 2nd Partner Meeting in Ljubljana
5. XPOMET 2018 in Leipzig - We’ve been there
6. Behind the Scenes -in this issue we introduce our partners in the region of Saxony (D):
   - Read the partner interview with new project partner Healthforum Leipzig (Gesundheitsforen Leipzig GmbH)
   - Get to know our Communication Lead VFG Leipzig e.V.
7. Save the Dates

Speaking of spring: This spring it’s not only the birds singing outside but also us tweeting about our work and the development of our thematic focus areas in the partner regions. If you are on Twitter do not miss this and follow us.

Happy reading. Have a good and healthy time.

Best Regards,

Rebecca Winter
Head of Communication digitalLIFE4CE

PS: You know someone working in the field of digital integrated healthcare? Forward this URL to them and give them a chance to subscribe for our digitalLIFE4CEquarterly eNews: http://eepurl.com/ddFNkj

This project is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund through Interreg Central Europe.
Project Output: Visualization of healthcare excellence hot spots in Central Europe

digitalLIFE4CE project partners have established a visualization to showcase excellent solutions and best practice case studies. This solution is called “digital health excellence spots”. Toolbox shows visualization of healthcare innovation potentials, because mapped solutions and case studies are excellent, innovative and transferable to other regions. We created an interactive knowledge map to make clear linkages between important actors and stakeholders. The aim is to improve innovation potential of all Project Partners, linked Stakeholders and several regions in Central Europe. Good news: Project consortium is expanding the visualised “health care excellent spots” with available solutions. This means the network is growing during the whole lifecycle of the project. Find out more here: http://www.interreg-central.eu/Content.Node/digitalLIFE4CE--Visualisation-Excellence-Hot-Spots-Output.html

Get involved: What’s our Learning Hub all about?

Transnational working groups and learning hub with seven thematic learning modules are improving transnational knowledge exchange. Health care actors and stakeholders get the possibility to use state-of-the-art knowledge in the field of integrated health care and digitalisation. The international context of the project helps to transfer experiences and generate new knowledge. Learning hub is developed for a multi-actor approach in a quadruple helix context. The aim of the learning activity is to generate solution-oriented cooperation and accelerate learning mechanism in Central Europe.


This project is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund through Interreg Central Europe.
First Workshop and Capitalization Action in Rome

A great workshop was held in Rome at the beginning of the year 2018, with the participation of some of the Italian Regional Reference Sites of ProMIS - as organisers - and the European partners of the “DigitalLife” Project.

The main goal of the workshop was the creation of the preconditions for strong, long term cooperation in the field of digital health between public and private stakeholders, trying to identify concrete short term and mid-term actions, like joint cooperation in future national and international projects.


2nd Partner Meeting in Ljubljana

The consortium discussed achievements so far and tasks to achieve future goals. The revision of relevant documents led to the development of Digital Healthcare Excellence Spots Transnational & Regional Action plans. Group workshop was carried out to further elaborate activities (learning activities, building up of alliances, hub activities) and to set the base for development of action plan for identified Alliances. All the partners pitched statements for the respective thematic Alliance identified throughout the project implementation: Connected health & network building, Digitalisation for healthcare management, Digitalisation for health promotion and prevention, Digital Assistance in Healthcare Delivery, Monitoring & Analytics for population-wide healthcare trends, Technical & organisational infrastructure for integrated Digital Healthcare and as horizontal topic Data security and compliance.

XPOMET 2018 in Leipzig - We've been there

XPOMET Convention was held from March 21 - 23, 2018 at the KONGRESSHALLE am Zoo Leipzig. It was the first and only event of its kind, combining interdisciplinary networking, high-profile keynotes, progressive projects and discussion impulses as well as innovative and interactive formats to create a three-day tribute to technology, progress and the further development of medicine. The Convention aimed at all stakeholders in the healthcare sector, especially physicians, decision-makers in medical institutions, the protagonists of medical engineering, modern pharmacy, biotech, care professionals, and also students.

Watch our presentation on YouTube and follow our channel or read the full article here: http://www.interreg-central.eu/Content.Node/digitalLIFE4CE-presented-at-XPOMET-in-Leipzig.html

Behind the Scenes -In this issue we introduce our partners in the region of Saxony (D)

In each digitalLIFE4CE quarterly eNews we will introduce one of our partner regions. This time our project partners in Saxony (Germany) are in the focus. Get to know our new project partner Gesundheitsforen Leipzig GmbH and VFG Leipzig e.V.

Gesundheitsforen

Save the Dates

Take the chance to meet our partners in person and get to know about the latest development of digitalLIFE4CE (list not completed):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 13th 2018</td>
<td>Long night of research</td>
<td>Pinkafeld, Austria</td>
<td>Peter J. Mayer &amp; Alexandra Weghofer, FHB Ákos Eder, PBN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 17th -19th 2018</td>
<td>conhIT</td>
<td>Berlin, Germany</td>
<td>Rebecca Winter, VFG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more Information about digitalLIFE4CE please contact your local partner or write an email to rebecca.winter@med-in-leipzig.de

This project is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund through Interreg Central Europe.